Knowledge Management Application in Software Development – A Study of Software Development Organizations in Maharashtra.

1.1 Introduction:

Knowledge is a broad and abstract notion. Knowledge has been defined as an understanding awareness, or familiarity acquired through study, investigation, observation or experience. It has been conceived as a justified personal belief that increases an individual’s capability to take effective action. Explicit knowledge is stored in text books, software products and documents. Tacit knowledge is stored in the minds of people in the form of memory, skills, experience, education, imagination and creativity. Some knowledge believed to be tacit can in fact be transformed into explicit knowledge. This type of knowledge is called implicit knowledge. The value of implicit knowledge is recognized by top level authorities of management within the organization, as it is considered to be critical for enabling employees to fulfill their roles. Both implicit and explicit knowledge are important however, implicit knowledge is hard to identify and manage.

The objective of Knowledge Management is to transfer the implicit knowledge to explicit knowledge as well as transfer explicit knowledge from individual to groups within the organization. Hence, knowledge management is concerned with creating, preserving and applying knowledge that is available within the organization. The recent interest in organizational knowledge has prompted the issue of managing the knowledge possessed by an organization for its benefit. Knowledge Management (KM) is being viewed as a discipline for identifying and leveraging the collective knowledge in the organization to help organization compete.

According to Ross Dawson “Knowledge Management is a newly emerging, interdisciplinary business model that has knowledge within the framework of an organization as its focus. It is rooted in many disciplines including business economics, psychology, and information management. It is the ultimate competitive advantage for today’s firm. Knowledge Management involves people, technology and processes in overlapping parts”\(^1\).

Knowledge management can be discussed in general as the ability to create, communicate, and apply the knowledge to achieve organizational goals. Knowledge management refers to the production, sharing, application, and transformation of knowledge.
Knowledge Management involves mainly 3 activities as:

1. Acquisition of knowledge;

2. Creating the culture of knowledge sharing; and

3. Application of technological facilities.²

According to Peter F. Drucker, “no matter knowledge management is applied to schools or enterprises, the principles and norms are the same, and the major difference lies in how things are managed”³. In other words, “knowledge management aims to transform personal knowledge into organizational knowledge through innovation, storage, sharing, and exploitation of knowledge, so as to help the organization seek higher performance, and better competitiveness.”⁴

Knowledge Management is a process where organizations have formulated ways in the attempt to recognize and archive knowledge assets within the organization that are derived from the employees of various departments or faculties and in some cases, even from other organizations that share the similar area of interests or specialization.⁵ Besides, it is defined as the process of transforming information and intellectual assets into enduring value. It also connects people with the knowledge that they need to take action, when they need it.⁶ Moreover, KM is concerned with making the right knowledge available to the right processor such as human or computer, at the right time in the right presentations for the right cost.⁷

Knowledge management is the concept of taking data and turning it into useful and applicable knowledge in a business environment. There is no one specific way that this done, and there's no one specific definition of the process or the concept. No matter how complex the organization’s KM concept may be but few general steps are carried out in any KM process such as Data Capture, Data Storage, Data Organization, Data Analysis, Knowledge Sharing.

Knowledge Management System (KM System) refers to a system for managing knowledge in organizations. KMS, is a concept usually enabled by Information Technology, it is an IT based system for managing knowledge in companies for supporting the creation, acquisition, storage and dispersion of information. The main purpose of a KMS is to allow a company’s employees to readily access documented archives of facts, information sources, and results.
One of the main goals of knowledge management systems is simply to make it easier for businesses and other organizations to share information and to make sure organizational knowledge is freely available to those who need it.

**1.2 Significance of the Study:**

The present study is undertaken considering the significance of this new management tool. It is being looked as one of the emerging tool of management in new millennium. More attention is now being paid by the organizations to human capital. This is being considered as one of the most important resource of the enterprise. The age of s/w companies in India is of about 40 years. In these four decades the s/w organizations have travelled a long way and have got the recognition world-wide. The companies in India are applying new means and ways of doing things. KM is one of the most preferred tools nowadays in s/w companies for performance improvement and to remain in fray in this competitive business setup.

The application of KM tools and techniques has not been studied in Indian s/w companies of Maharashtra State. The present research taken up with an aim to fill the research gap. Accordingly the researcher has selected the topic of KM in s/w companies of Maharashtra state. The study is undertaken during the period 2009 to 2013.

**1.3 Objectives:**

This study investigates the current practice of Knowledge Management (KM) in Software Engineering (SE) in context to Software development companies in Maharashtra region. Specific objectives of the study are;

- To determine the current practices of Knowledge Management in Software Engineering projects by the software development companies in Maharashtra.

- To describe activities that comprise the Knowledge Management process in these companies.

- To identify different models of Software Engineering based on Knowledge Management practices.

- To establish the impact of technology and culture as enablers of the Knowledge Management process for Software Engineering in Maharashtra.

- To reduce the gap in literature concerning the Knowledge Management process for Software Engineering, by evaluating current state of Knowledge Management as
applied to software development organizations of Maharashtra using detailed investigation.

1.4 Hypothesis:

- **Hypothesis 1:**
  - **Null Hypothesis** ($H_0$): Software Development companies promote knowledge sharing culture irrespective of the number of software developed by the software companies.
  - **Alternate Hypothesis** ($H_1$): Software Development companies’ promotion of knowledge sharing culture depends on the number of software developed by the software companies

- **Hypothesis 2:**
  - **Null Hypothesis** ($H_0$): Software Development companies promote knowledge sharing culture irrespective of the opinion that knowledge sharing can harm the secrecy of the organization.
  - **Alternate Hypothesis** ($H_1$): The knowledge sharing culture of software development companies is related to the opinion that, knowledge sharing can harm secrecy of the firm.

- **Hypothesis 3:**
  - **Null Hypothesis** ($H_0$): Software Development companies promote knowledge sharing culture irrespective of the number of programmers working in a team.
  - **Alternate Hypothesis** ($H_1$): The knowledge sharing culture of the software development companies depends on the number of programmers working in a team.

- **Hypothesis 4:**
  - **Null Hypothesis** ($H_0$): There is reusability of knowledge (Modules and Codes) irrespective of size of organization in terms of number of employees.
  - **Alternate Hypothesis** ($H_1$): The reusability of knowledge (Modules and Codes) is related the size of organization in terms of number of employees.

- **Hypothesis 5:**
  - **Null Hypothesis** ($H_0$): There is reusability of knowledge (Modules and Codes) irrespective of number of software developed by the organization.
  - **Alternate Hypothesis** ($H_1$): The reusability of the knowledge (Modules and Codes) and number of software developed by the organization are co-related.

- **Hypothesis 6:**
  - **Null Hypothesis** ($H_0$): There is reusability of knowledge (Modules and Codes) irrespective of Software development model preferred for developing software.
  - **Alternate Hypothesis** ($H_1$): The reusability of knowledge (Modules and Codes) depends on the SDLC model preferred for developing the software.

- **Hypothesis 7:**
Null Hypothesis (H₀): There is reusability of knowledge (Modules and Codes) irrespective of number of programmers working in a team.

Null Hypothesis (H₁): The reusability of the knowledge (Modules and Codes) depends on the number of programmers working in a team.

Hypothesis 8:

Null Hypothesis (H₀): Software development companies recognize knowledge as asset base.

Alternate Hypothesis (H₁): Software development companies do not consider knowledge as their asset base.

1.5 Research Methodology:

The present research conducted to identify various knowledge management activities carried out during the software development process, and understand the benefits of the same. As the software, during its development life cycle goes through various phases, the present research studied the type of knowledge management activities that are performed during each phase and how it helps in transition from one phase to another. The research also covers the type of knowledge culture that exists in the organizations and the significance of knowledge during the project life cycle. It also includes how both tacit and explicit knowledge is used and reused during each stage of life cycle and in new projects.

For the present research the organizations involved in software development projects are selected. The study is restricted to Maharashtra region. The software development organizations from various cities within Maharashtra region are selected. Total population of organization in Maharashtra region is more than 2000, out of which, a sample of 50 companies are selected for the present study. Maximum companies are selected from Mumbai and Pune city. The present study began with conduct of a pilot survey of 8 companies in Pune and Aurangabad region for measuring the KM initiatives. Initially, there were 70 questions included in the Pilot Survey. After testing the survey results the structured questionnaire was reframed. The companies selected for the research have their business span from local, regional, national to international level. Majority of the companies selected are of international stature. The criteria based sampling was used for selecting the units for representing all the region in the sample. Out of 50 sample size highest 16 organizations were taken from Pune and Mumbai, 9 organizations from Nagpur and 3 organization each were taken from Aurangabad, Jalgaon and Nashik region of the State.
Keeping in mind the objectives of the research, a questionnaire, comprising of 50 questions was designed. The questions were closed ended with 4 to 5 options. The questionnaire contained questions which revealed answers regarding various aspects of knowledge management and its application in the software development process. The questionnaire was divided into four sections; Section A having questions on profile of respondents and profile of the organizations, Section B having questions on Maintenance of Knowledge and Sharing of Knowledge, Section C on Evaluation of Knowledge Management and Knowledge Management in Software Engineering and Section D on Advantages and Disadvantages of Knowledge Management. In addition to the structured questionnaire, personal interviews with professionals on key posts were also conducted to get clearer picture about various knowledge management activities in their respective organizations.

After the data collection, data entry was done in excel worksheets. Tables and charts were generated using MS-Excel and MS-Word. First, individual factor tables were constructed for all 50 questions. Then, cross factor tables were also generated for data analysis and interpretation and drawing up of conclusions.

1.6 Scope and Limitation:

The present research is limited to only Maharashtra state only. It covers only 50 companies from various regions under Maharashtra state. The study included the software companies involved in development of Software Engineering projects. The scope includes all types of s/w development companies.

1.7 Period of Study

The period of study is from 2009 to 2013. The primary data used in the study has been collected by questionnaire and interviews wherever needed during the above period.

1.8 Chapters Scheme:

The thesis is arranged in the following chapters:

1. Introduction

2. Knowledge Management.

4. Knowledge Management practices in selected software development companies.

5. Data Analysis and Interpretation.

6. Conclusion and suggestions

1.9 CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS

Conclusions:

The conclusions drawn on the basis of the present study are furnished in the following paragraphs.

The study found that, from the sample 50 organizations about $4/5$th of the companies selected for the study have standing of more than 5 years and $3/4$th of them are having a workforce of more than 75 employees on their rolls.

More than $2/5$th of the companies are involved in developing only application software whereas remaining companies are engaged in development of web based application or combination of application s/w, web based application, mobile software, GPS software, ERP/SAP. Nearly half of the companies selected have developed upto 20 software whereas $1/3$rd of the companies selected have developed more than 70 software. More than $3/4$th of the companies selected have an international market area and equal number of companies have their own brand software. Majority of companies are going for quality management system certification such as ISO and CMMi. It is found that, more than $3/4$th of the companies are ISO certified.

More than half of the organizations give training to their employees on yearly basis whereas remaining follows any other pattern and more than $2/5$th of the respondents believe in self learning for upgradation of their knowledge or adapting the changing technology, whereas $1/3$rd do so by attending workshops arranged by their organizations.

Majority of the companies take efforts to share knowledge of experienced staff with the inexperienced ones whenever a new project is assigned whereas 20% of the organization do so on monthly basis. The study also found that more than half of the companies have a good knowledge sharing environment, and a minority i.e. $1/4$th rated it as excellent. The remaining companies rated the same as fair.
In majority of the companies the knowledge management systems are at growth and established stage whereas remaining companies have knowledge management system at evolving stage. Nearly 1/3rd of the organizations have established knowledge management system to improve their competitive advantage whereas another 1/3rd companies have done so to help integrate knowledge within firm.

Almost all i.e., 90%, confirmed that companies recognize knowledge as their asset base and agree that knowledge management concept is useful in software development process.

More than half of the companies are working on .NET platform to develop software and also have 1 to 10 number of programmers working in a team whereas above 1/5th companies have 20 to 30 programmers in a team.

Nearly 75% of the organizations selected, frequently get repeated requisitions of same software which they had already developed earlier and almost all companies reuse the knowledge of previous project into the new ones. The degree of reuse is different and it ranges from 20% to 60%. About 1/3rd of the companies reuse 60% of the previous knowledge into new project and another 1/3rd repeat 40% of the previous knowledge, 1/5th of companies reuse less than 20% knowledge.

Almost all the respondents believes that software development process is suitable for application of previous knowledge. Majority of the companies have applied knowledge management in almost all the projects whereas, 1/10th of companies have done so rarely. More than 3/4th of the respondents agree that software engineering has a wider scope of knowledge management. Nearly 1/3rd of the respondent believes that knowledge management is most beneficial in analysis phase of software development

Nearly 75% of the organization reuse the modules, coding or designs of previous software into the latest version and almost all respondents agree that knowledge management helps in sharing best practices.

The majority (more than 75%) respondents agree that knowledge management helps in staff retention and collaboration and majority of the respondents agree that knowledge management increases the learning/adaption/innovation capability of employees and the organizations make necessary knowledge available on their knowledge portal.
Almost all respondents agree that knowledge management helps in defining software development process and improving existing process and believes that knowledge management application is important in software development life cycle.

The cross factor analysis have revealed that from the selected companies, Pune and Nagpur region are having maximum companies with KM at Growth and Establishing stage. It is discovered from the cross factor analysis that more than 90% of the companies have their existence from more than 5 years and amongst them majority companies have knowledge management at growth and establishing stage whereas, more than 60% companies have employee size of more than 75 on their rolls.

It is revealed from the study that, majority companies have developed more than 70 software and these companies have KM at growth and establishing stage whereas the companies who have developed 1 to 20 software have KM at evolving stage. This indicates that, the companies having developed more software have established systems of knowledge management.

The analysis reveals the pattern that maximum companies having KM at growth and establishing stage belongs to international market area. And maximum companies where KM is at evolving stage also belongs to the category of international stage. The companies who are operating at national or regional level have amongst them the majority in percentage terms are the companies having KM at evolving stage.

It revealed that, the majority of companies having the brand software have KM at growth and establishing stage whereas the companies who do not have brand software have KM at evolving stage. It also means companies who have established KM systems are developing brand software. Maximum companies who have ISO certification are having KM at Growth and Establishing stage. This is probably due to implementation of quality management system in their organizations.

It is discovered that, the majority companies where KM is at Growth Stage opined that the major problem with respect to knowledge is the loss of knowledge due to employee leaving the organization.

The cross factor analysis of status of KM with methods used by the companies to upgrade their employee’s knowledge, throws light on a pattern that the maximum
companies where KM is at Growth and establishing stage prefer arranging workshops for upgrading their employees.

The pattern revealed from the cross factor analysis of status of KM and time duration taken to get relevant data shows that highest number of respondents who opined that it takes only few minutes to get the relevant data, have KM at Growth and establishing stage in their respective companies. This may be perhaps due to better KM implementation as the KM includes organization and dissemination of information and knowledge. The highest number of companies who have good and excellent knowledge sharing culture have KM at their growth and establishing stage whereas the respondents who have KM at evolving stage have a Fair KM culture. This supports the basic premise that KM culture helps organization to have implementation of knowledge sharing culture. The same has been endorsed by the Chi-Square analysis.

The present study found that, irrespective of the status of KM, majority companies consider knowledge as their asset. This endorsed the null hypothesis that, knowledge is considered as an asset. The pattern shows that the companies who have KM at growth and establishing stage have expressed that KMS have been established to improve the competitive advantage of the firm and to integrate knowledge in the organization.

The cross factor analysis of status of KM with KM is useful in software development process presents that, the maximum respondents who strongly agree that KM is useful in software development process have KM at its growth and establishing stage on the contrary the respondent who opted in majority for Agree category have KM status at evolving stage.

The facts revealed from the cross factor analysis of Status of KM with SDLC model used by the companies shows that majority of companies hailing from growth and establishing stage of KM category prefer Agile model and consider it as most suitable for KM process. The patterns\emerged shows that maximum respondents who answered that there are 1 to 10 and more than 20 programmers in a team have KM at growth and establishing stage.

It is found from the study that, irrespective of status of KM the majority companies receive repeated requisition of software development and maximum companies irrespective of their status of KM, reuse the previous knowledge for new project.
The fact emerged from the present study that, majority companies irrespective of their status of KM believes that software development process is suitable for reuse of previous knowledge. The trend emphasize that majority organizations whether having KM at growth or evolving stage get repeated requisitions. This indicates that the use of KM is significant in s/w development for bringing out the latest version.

The study discovered a pattern that the maximum companies having KM at growth and established stage make 60% reusability of the previous knowledge whereas the organizations who make least reusability of knowledge have KM at evolving stage.

The pattern emerged from the cross factor shows that maximum respondents who have applied KM in almost all projects have KM at growth and establishing stage. This indicates that those organizations where KM is in growth stage are more matured and use KM in all the s/w projects they manage. Whereas, maximum respondents hailing from evolving stage of KM have applied KM practices either in all projects or in few projects.

A trend is found that the highest number of respondents who believe that KM results in sharing best practices have KM at its growth and establishing stage in their companies. Those who opined their view as neutral belonged to the category of evolving stage of KM and that majority of organizations who believe that KM helps in better staff retention/attraction/collaboration have KM at growth and establishing stage. The organizations endorsing the view that learning and innovation is the outcome of KM have KM implemented at growth stage. The pattern discovered from the cross factor analysis of status of KM with knowledge available on K-Portal shows that majority companies who have KM at growth and establishing stage makes necessary knowledge available on their knowledge portal.

The analysis brings to light the fact that the majority companies who have KM at growth and establishing stage believe that KM helps in defining and improving software process and on the contrary majority respondents who have KM at evolving stage do not favour the given statement.

The pattern discovered from the study show that, the majority companies having KM at growth and establishing stage believe that KM is important in SDLC process whereas, the companies who have KM at growth and establishing stage opined in negation for the given statement.
The study revealed a trend that majority companies from every city consider Knowledge as their asset and, companies irrespective of its establishment period i.e from a newly established company to companies having their existence from more than 5 years all of them consider knowledge as their asset base. Irrespective of the size of organization with regard to employee almost all show a similar trend of considering KM as asset base for the organization. All these factors shows their inclination towards knowledge management and paving way for Knowledge Management system.

The present study found that, majority of the companies who consider knowledge as their asset believes that Agile model of software development is more suitable for application of knowledge management principles.

The majority of companies, who consider knowledge as asset, prefer attending workshops or self-learning for upgrading their knowledge so as to adapt the change in technology. Majority companies give yearly training to their employees so that they enhance their knowledge. These companies arrange sessions where inexperienced staff share knowledge with experiences staff. All these factors indicates that the companies who considers knowledge as an important asset in majority provides an environment to promote self-learning, organizes workshops and provide expertise to upgrade the knowledge of their employees.

The pattern discovered suggests that, despite different challenges in sharing knowledge the majority of the organizations consider knowledge as their valuable asset. Maximum of the companies who considers knowledge as asset have KM at their Growth and establishing stage, provides good knowledge sharing culture and their employees need only few minutes to get relevant information. Perhaps, this is due to proper management of knowledge.

It is found that knowledge is considered as asset and it is useful in software development process. The analysis also suggests that, majority of the companies reuse their previous knowledge for software development and in general repeat or reuse 40% to 60% of the previous knowledge in their projects. Almost all of them consider knowledge as a valuable asset of the organization.

From the cross factor analysis of knowledge considered as asset with opinion about s/w development process is suitable for application of KM it is found that, majority
companies who believe that s/w development process is suitable for application of KM
considers knowledge as asset majority companies who repeat their previous knowledge in
the form of codes/modules into latest version of same kind of software considers
knowledge as asset.

Most of the companies who consider knowledge as their asset base have applied
knowledge management in majority of projects. Also these companies accept the fact that
s/w engineering has wide areas of application for Knowledge Management principles.

The pattern evolved from the analysis that, nearly 90% of the companies who consider
knowledge as asset believe that KM results in sharing best practices, helps in better staff
retention/collaboration/attraction and, increases the learning/adaption/innovation
capability of the employees

The companies who consider knowledge as asset are in majority and also makes
necessary knowledge available on the k-portal and believe that knowledge management
helps in defining s/w process and improves existing ones. Majority companies who
consider knowledge as asset confirms the importance of knowledge management in
SDLC and their composition is around 90%.

The cross factor analysis of software development is suitable for application of previous
knowledge with factors like cities, establishment period, number of employees revealed
that, more than 90% companies are in affirmation that software development process is
suitable for application of previous knowledge irrespective of their location, establishment period and size of organization in terms of number of employees.

The statistics of cross factor analysis of software development is suitable for application
of previous knowledge with number of software developed by the company and market
span of the company reveals that, the companies which developed less or many software,
companies having market area of local, national or international, or companies having
ISO certification or not, they all have endorsed same opinion that s/w development is
suitable for application of previous knowledge.

It is found that majority companies have brand software and they also have shown
agreement with the statement that s/w development process is suitable for application of
previous knowledge.
It is found from the cross factor analysis of software development is suitable for application of previous knowledge with SDLC model used for the development of software shows that, majority companies believe that Agile development model is suitable for KM and these companies also give their confirmation that s/w development is suitable for application of previous knowledge.

Cross factor analysis of software development is suitable for application of previous knowledge with opinion about software development is suitable for application of previous knowledge shows that, about 90% organizations endorsed the view that that software development is suitable for application of previous knowledge maintained by the firm.

The study also found that, software development is suitable for application of previous knowledge and efforts taken by the companies to share knowledge among experienced and inexperienced staff reveals the trend that, maximum companies arrange a session where experienced staff share knowledge with inexperienced staff whenever a new project is assigned and they also believe that s/w development is suitable for application of previous knowledge.

The study also found that, majority companies have good knowledge sharing culture and it takes only few minutes for the employees to get relevant information and also these companies endorsed the fact that s/w development is suitable for application of previous knowledge.

The majority of selected companies are having KM at its growth and establishing stage and they also are in agreement to the statement that s/w development is suitable for application of previous knowledge.

Almost all the selected companies believe that KM is useful in software development process and also majority of them are in agreement to the fact that, s/w development is suitable for application of previous knowledge.

Most of the companies who get repeated requisitions of same software reuse on an average 40 to 60 percentage of previous knowledge in new projects and also they repeat
the previous modules/coding/designs into new s/w of same kind, thus endorsing that s/w development is suitable for application of previous knowledge.

It is discovered that a large number of companies consider software engineering has wide area of application of KM principles and believes that KM helps in defining new software process and improves existing ones; and they have implemented KM principles in almost all projects.

The pattern emerged shows that KM results in sharing best practices brings to light the fact that, they also confirmed that s/w development is suitable for application of previous knowledge.

The cross factor analysis of software development is suitable for application of previous knowledge with importance of KM in SDLC discovered the facts that, the majority of the companies who confirm the importance of KM in SDLC process also confirm that s/w development is suitable for application of previous knowledge.

Pattern evolved from the study shows that, software engineering has wide area of application of KM principles and cross factors like cities, establishment period of the companies and number of employees working show that, majority companies from every city believe that s/w engineering has wide area for application of KM principles; these companies are having standing of more than 5 years and having a talent pool of more than 75 employees. They all confirm the importance and role of knowledge management in the software development process.

The trend revealed from the cross factor analysis of software engineering has wide area of application of KM principles with number of software developed and market area of the companies shows that, majority companies irrespective of number of software they have developed or their market area such as local, national or international gave their consent in favor of s/w engineering has wide area for application of KM principles.

The pattern revealed from the cross factor analysis of software engineering has wide area of application of KM principles with SDLC model suitable for KM shows that majority companies believes that s/w development has wide area of application for KM principles, and agile development model is most suitable for KM and also they confirm that
It is clear from the cross factor analysis of software engineering has wide area of application of KM principles with efforts for sharing knowledge among experienced and inexperienced staff and knowledge sharing culture of the organization shows that, majority companies arrange a session when experienced staff share knowledge with inexperienced staff and have a good knowledge sharing culture.

The trend observed from the cross factor analysis of software engineering has wide area of application of KM principles with knowledge being considered as asset and status of KM at their companies is that, majority companies consider knowledge as their asset and have KM at their growth and establishing stage and also they gave their consent to the statement that s/w engineering has wide area of application for KM principles.

It is found from the study that all the companies are in agreement to the fact that KM practices are useful in software development and s/w development is suitable for application of previous knowledge and also believe that s/w engineering has wide area of application for KM application.

The patterns emerged from the cross factor analysis reveals that, a large number of companies get repeated requisition of s/w development and reuse 40 to 60 percentage of previous knowledge in the form of design, coding or modules into the new projects and these companies as they believe that s/w engineering has wide area of application for KM application.

The study found that majority respondents believe that leadership and technology share an equal impact on knowledge management and KM results in sharing best practices and amongst these companies majority are in favor of the statement that s/w engineering has a wide area of application of KM principles.

Pattern emerged from the cross factor analysis of software engineering has wide area of application of KM principles with opinion about KM helps in better staff retention/attraction/collaboration show that, majority companies have endorsed the statement.

It is clear from the cross factor analysis that, maximum companies endorsed the importance of KM in software development and it helps in defining s/w process and improving existing ones. Thus it supports the statement of application of KM has wide scope in s/w development.
**Suggestions:**

The Suggestions based on the study are presented as below:

- The Software Development companies may go for establishing separate KM department in their respective companies as one of the functional department of the organization.
- The organizations should establish centralize storage of the best practices of Knowledge Management in software engineering so that, they can readily be made available as and when a new software development project is undertaken.
- Knowledge sharing helps in better functionality of the organization hence, employees should be motivated to share knowledge and in annual performance appraisal this should reflect a positive contribution from employees. It will boost the knowledge sharing culture throughout the organization.
- The organizations can maintain a data reusability matrix which will help in improving the software development process on a continuous basis.
- The organizations not using Agile Model may shift to Agile Model because majority of the companies who use this software engineering model showed better KM activities in their organization.
- The organizations from Tier-2 cities may opt for extensive use of KM Tools such as Collaborative Computing with Microsoft SharePoint, Web 2.0, Community Portals, Content Management Systems etc.
- The organizations who are going for tailor made software can exercise the option for branded software as the organizations with branded software have shown positive impact of KM on software development process.
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